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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spc- 
cific commercial product, proctss, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac- 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, m o m -  
mendation. or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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ECI has continued to work on the EMD-710 dual-fuel test cell in the second quarter of 
the project. We remain on schedule and are sticking to our original timeline. 

Tasks performed / percent complete 

1. Spark prechamber work - 50 % d ne 
We designed, manufactured and tested a spark prechamber for single 
cylinder testing. Our initial success warrants that we equip the entire 
engine for spark ignition. More work need to be done for emissions 
testing and engine start-up to make spark ignition work. It appears from 
initial testing that we could achieve full horsepower with dedicated gas. 
Higher injection pressure and port injection need to be tested with the 
spark prechamber also. 

2. Diesel prechamber work - 50% done 
We designed, manufactured and started tests on a diesel prechamber for 
single cylinder tests. Benefits of using a diesel prechamber are lower 
emissions, higher efficiency, and lower amounts of diesel pilot fuel. We 
expect work on the diesel prechamber design and testing to continue 
throughout the testing. Several configurations need to be tested: tip size, 
chamber size, and injection pressure. 

3. Gas compressor - 100% complete 
A used heavy-duty air compressor was purchased and reworked for use 
with the test engine as a gas compressor. It will enable us to 
continuously run the entire engine on natural gas from the 4” gas line we 
had installed last quarter. Prior to this we have been filling a series of 
bottles with compressed gas for testing which lasts only a few hours at 
full load. 

4. Port injection work - 50% complete 
We have also been working on port injection through the liner ports on 
the side of the chamber. It appears as though full horsepower is possible 
here also, but questions remain with the emissions numbers and pressure 
oscillations. Continued testing is needed on port injection. 

5. Hydraulic gas inlet valve work - 30% complete 
We designed, manufactured and tested a gas inlet valve that uses 
hydraulic fluid rather than air to actuate the valve. This would enable 
the system to work where compressed air is not available or convenient 
to use. 
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6. Knock board modifications - 75 % complete 

The analog filter on the knock detection board was modified to eliminate 
high frequency noise. The signals are much improved and false knock 
detection has stopped. 

7. Test documentation - 50% complete 
After and during each test we have kept documentation showing what we 
did, and what benefits or problems occurred at the time. 

8. Record data from Navy generator & offshore rigs - 50 % 

Hours of operation, SCFM gas burned, and maintenance problems have 
continued to be recorded. 

9. Single cylinder testing - 50% complete 
We have continued to do much of our parts testing on single cylinder gas 
operation. The single cylinder testing will likely continue throughout the 
7 10 development. 

0 Changes to original budgeted plan 

1. We decided to purchase the ECM cylinder pressure monitoring system. This 
consists of a conditioning unit which can handle 8 sensors and 1 sensor 
for single cylinder tests with plans to purchase more sensors if it fits our 
need. If these work reliably they could replace both our exhaust 
thermocouples and knock detection for engine balancing. 
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other items included in this report 
1. sample IMEP(indicated mean effective pressure) charts from our spark 

2. invoices for equipment expenses 

ignition testing. 

We are looking forward to next quarter’s testing. Planned activities are as 
follows: 

1. We are scheduled to begin testing our different piston designs. Our goal is to 
find the design that produces the most power with the lowest emissions. 

2. We may try to equip the entire engine with ECM sensors and incorporate the 
signal into our test controller to see if we can replace the exhaust 
thermocouples. 
3. Modifying the valve sequencer to enable skip firing the injectors at low load. 
We hope to save fuel and improve emissions at low speed and load by firing 
each cylinder half as often or less. 

4. Equip the whole engine for port injection using diesel prechambers. After 
seeing the success with this setup for single cylinder tests, we would like to 
verify the results with the entire engine. 
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The following page is an example of our test cylinder pressure data. We take 
dozens of these images during each test. The sample is of a high load spark 
ignition test run. 

Following that page are copies of the invoices for equipment that we purchased 
for this quarter. 
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~ . Expenses for quarter #2 

Equipnient 

Electronic components for GVCVD $38.38 
Gas filter elements $94.33 

~- 

Test cell wiring inaterial 
Engine moiii tor ing device 

$42.06 1 
$1,652.29 

subtotal $1,827.06 

I I 

,abor 1 hours I $32.50 
;park prechamber design I 35 I $ I ,  137.50 
;park prechamber testing I 30 I $975 .OO 
bark Drechamber mfg. I 20 I $650.00 
liesel prechamber design 30 $975.00 
liesel prechamber testing 20 $650.00 
3iesel prechamber mfg. 20 $650.00 
;as compressor work I 40 I $1,300.00 
Port in iec tor des ig 11 I 30 I $975 .OO 
Port injector testing 20 $65 0.00 
Port iniector in fg . 40 $1,300.00 
Hydraulic gas inlet valve testing I 20 I $650.00 
Test coinputer work I O  $325 .OO 
K iiock detection board modifications 15 5487.50 
Engine test runs I 120 I $3.900.00 
Test documentation 15 $487.50 

subtotal 465 $15,112.50 

Total1 $16,939.56 
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